
Step 2
Mount the TRUXXX cap to the top of the strut assembly securing it with the supplied nuts,
and reinstall it in reverse of removal. *Note the twisted shape of the TRUXXX cap; the strut
will be rotated 180 degrees when reinstalled in the truck. It may be necessary to use a pry
bar to aid in the re-installation of the strut assembly, and a pit jack to raise the lower control
arm. Verify that all hardware has been tightened to the proper torque specs.

Figure  A
Illustration is for 
reference only.
Part dimensions
will vary from kit
to kit.

905090 FJ Cruiser Lift and Level Kit

This kit contains:
2 - Strut Caps
2 - Spring Spacers
1 - Hardware Pack
1 - Differential Drop Kit
IInstructions
Warranty card
Stickers

Installation Tips
Always use caution handling ABS or wheel sensor 
wiring. Avoid tension of any kind on wiring 
harness as this may cause damage or failure.
1.  Trucks are often not level side to side from the factory.
Please measure before installation.
22.  Re-torque all hardware  to manufactures specifications
3.  When aligning, to get the best tire wear use our supplied 
specifications. OEM specifications are for trucks with stock 
wheels and tires. Larger tires will wear differently.
4.  All instructions are written with vehicle on a 2-post lift with
tires removed.

Instructions continued on back

Step 3
To install differential drop, first remove the inspection cover.
Support the differential with a jack, remove the 2 long front
mounting bolts, Place the supplied spacers between the mount
and frame, secure using supplied long bolts and nuts. 
Reinstall inspection cover.

Step 1
Loosen bolts attaching the lower control arm to frame. Remove lower strut bolt and
remove bolts at lower ball joint allowing the lower control arm to swing down and
out of the way. Remove upper strut mount and remove strut.



905090 FJ Cruiser TRUXXX Installation Instructions (cont,)

Rear Installation

Support the weight of the rear axle and remove one rear shock.Be careful
of the brake hoses they will be at maximum extension while installing this piece.
With the shock removed the spring should come out easily. Install the TRUXXX
spacer into the vehicle as shown in Figure “B” using the supplied 10mm bolt.
Fit the cone shaped bump stop onto the spacer and have an assistant use a pry
bar to position the spring back into place. Reinstall the shock and repeat on the
oother side.
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